Ion mobility spectrometry-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (IMS-TOFMS) has been increasingly used in analysis of complex biological samples. A major challenge is to transform IMS-TOFMS to a high-sensitivity, high-throughput platform, for example, for proteomics applications. In this work, we have developed and integrated three advanced technologies, including efficient ion accumulation in an ion funnel trap prior to IMS separation, multiplexing (MP) of ion packet introduction into the IMS drift tube, and signal detection with an analog-to-digital converter, into the IMS-TOFMS system for the highthroughput analysis of highly complex proteolytic digests of, for example, blood plasma. To better address variable sample complexity, we have developed and rigorously evaluated a novel dynamic MP approach that ensures correlation of the analyzer performance with an ion source function and provides the improved dynamic range and sensitivity throughout the experiment. The MP IMS-TOFMS instrument has been shown to reliably detect peptides at a concentration of 1 nM in the presence of a highly complex matrix, as well as to provide a 3 orders of magnitude dynamic range and a mass measurement accuracy of better than 5 ppm. When matched against human blood plasma database, the detected IMS-TOF features were found to yield ∼700 unique peptide identifications at a false discovery rate (FDR) of ∼7.5%. Accounting for IMS information gave rise to a projected FDR of ∼4%. Signal reproducibility was found to be greater than 80%, while the variations in the number of unique peptide identifications were <15%. A single sample analysis was completed in 15 min that constitutes almost 1 order of magnitude improvement compared to a more conventional LC-MS approach.
Ion mobility spectrometry-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (IMS-TOFMS) has been increasingly used in analysis of complex biological samples. A major challenge is to transform IMS-TOFMS to a high-sensitivity, high-throughput platform, for example, for proteomics applications. In this work, we have developed and integrated three advanced technologies, including efficient ion accumulation in an ion funnel trap prior to IMS separation, multiplexing (MP) of ion packet introduction into the IMS drift tube, and signal detection with an analog-to-digital converter, into the IMS-TOFMS system for the highthroughput analysis of highly complex proteolytic digests of, for example, blood plasma. To better address variable sample complexity, we have developed and rigorously evaluated a novel dynamic MP approach that ensures correlation of the analyzer performance with an ion source function and provides the improved dynamic range and sensitivity throughout the experiment. The MP IMS-TOFMS instrument has been shown to reliably detect peptides at a concentration of 1 nM in the presence of a highly complex matrix, as well as to provide a 3 orders of magnitude dynamic range and a mass measurement accuracy of better than 5 ppm. When matched against human blood plasma database, the detected IMS-TOF features were found to yield ∼700 unique peptide identifications at a false discovery rate (FDR) of ∼7.5%. Accounting for IMS information gave rise to a projected FDR of ∼4%. Signal reproducibility was found to be greater than 80%, while the variations in the number of unique peptide identifications were <15%. A single sample analysis was completed in 15 min that constitutes almost 1 order of magnitude improvement compared to a more conventional LC-MS approach.
The coupling of electrospray ionization (ESI) and matrixassisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) to a system incorporating ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOFMS) has extended the IMS capabilities to proteomics and other systems biology applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] In experiments aimed at discovery of candidate biomarkers in human blood plasma for early cancer detection, many proteins of interest are expected at abundance levels far below that of higher abundance proteins, representing a significant analytical challenge for multidimensional separations coupled to MS. 5 To facilitate detection of this interesting part of the proteome, different forms of enrichment/fractionation prior to sample analysis are employed. These include the removal of high-abundance proteins with immunoaffinity chromatography, 6,7 fractionation using stacked capture columns filled with different sorbents, 8, 9 and organic solvent extraction. 10 The challenge is to perform in-depth, highthroughput proteomic studies involving multiple fractions of hundreds of individual human blood plasma samples. Shortening the time scale of condensed-phase separation, such as reversedphase capillary liquid chromatography (RPLC), generally entails reduction in separation power that is mitigated by a decrease in the stationary-phase particle size accompanied by an increase in the chromatographic column back pressure.
11,12 The latter incurs practical limitations for routine analysis. An elegant and more efficient approach for increasing the overall peak capacity of a system incorporating fast RPLC would be to add orthogonal and complementary separation stages. As such, IMS can potentially increase the overall peak capacity of the RPCL-based platform by 1 order of magnitude without affecting the analysis speed and better address both the depth of coverage and throughput needs. The higher peak capacities achieved by LC-IMS-TOFMS could provide a basis for detection and reliable identification of candidate biomarkers, and additional criteria for the enhanced screening and differentiation of disease states.
Though IMS enables separation of isobaric peptides 13 and increases the linear dynamic range of a system incorporating * To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: mikhail.belov@pnl.gov.
(1 TOFMS, its incorporation into an LC-MS platform poses a number of technical challenges. IMS is an inherently pulsed analytical technique that uses a weak electric field to rapidly separate ions traversing a drift tube filled with a homogeneous neutral gas. IMS is initiated with injection of a discrete ion packet through an ion gate into the drift tube. Spatial separation of gasphase ions is achieved due to a combination of a drag force exerted on an ion by the medium and the electric field strength. Under the condition of negligible space charge, the temporal full width at half-magnitude of the IMS signal is governed by
where R d is thermal-diffusion limited maximum resolution, t gate is the IMS gate pulse width, t drift is the ion's drift time, L is the drift tube length, E is the electric field strength, q is the ion's charge, k b is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Equations 1 and 2 show that higher IMS resolving power (and peak capacity) is obtained with a shorter ion gate pulse width. Practical considerations that account for ion drift velocity across the ion gate result in a typical IMS gate pulse width of 0.1-0.2 ms. Therefore, a 50-100 ms IMS separation would exhibit a duty cycle of only 0.1-0.4% of the ion production, severely restricting the sensitivity of an LC-IMS-TOF platform. Importantly, no ion losses caused by ion dispersion in the drift tube and in the TOFMS interface region are considered in the above analysis for the signal averaging IMS approach. Though drastically minimized due to high-field focusing elements at the drift tube exit 15 and the ion funnel interface, 16 the transmission losses between the IMS ion gate and TOFMS further deteriorate the instrument detection limit.
To increase ion utilization efficiency while maintaining the optimum IMS resolving power, ion accumulation prior to IMS analysis is performed. Both Paul 4 and linear ion trap 17 arrangements have been explored in the pressure regions of 5 × 10 -3 -10 -4 Torr, and up to a 200-fold increase in the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) has been reported when comparing to signal levels obtained in the conventional (no ion trap) configuration. Though low-attomole limit of detection was estimated, no experimental data with low concentration samples (∼1-10 nM) were reported. The use of either a Paul or linear ion trap at a pressure of a few milliTorr implies the need to drive ions against a strong drag force into the higher pressure region (2-5 Torr) by a highamplitude electric field pulse that results in ion dispersion and is likely to limit instrument sensitivity in analysis of low abundance analytes.
We have recently reported on the development of a highcharge-capacity ion funnel trap (IFT) capable of operating in a pressure region of several Torr. 18, 19 The IFT performance has been rigorously evaluated with both TOFMS 18 and IMS-TOFMS, 19 and the IFT space charge limit was measured to be ∼10 7 charges. Given an incoming ion current of 1 nA typically observed in analysis of complex biological mixtures with our ion funnel interface and an IFT trapping efficiency of 50%, such a trap is filled to its capacity in ∼3 ms, limiting the duty cycle of 60-ms IMS separation to ∼5%.
Further improvements in IMS-TOF duty cycle are attainable due to a combination of ion accumulation with a multiplexing scheme, where multiplexing implies the capability of introducing multiple ion packets into the drift tube on the time scale of a single IMS separation. One of the most promising multiplexing approaches that give rise to sensitivity enhancement for all species in the course of signal detection experiment is based on Hadamard transform (HT). 20 In general, if signals are simultaneously detected in N measurements characterized by the uncorrelated noise, the theoretical increase in SNR over a single measurement is expected to be ∼ N. By modulating a continuous beam from the ESI source with a Bradbury-Nielsen gate in an atmosphericpressure IMS instrument (without MS), up to 6-fold increase in sensitivity has recently been reported in HT-IMS measurements.
21,22
We have recently developed a novel multiplexing approach (MP) that enables encoding and reconstruction of IMS-TOFMS signals in combination with ion accumulation prior to IMS. 23 The use of a weighing scheme for signal reconstruction resulted in nearly perfect ion utilization efficiency and yielded an increase in the SNR by a factor of 10 as compared to the signal averaging experiment. The weight coefficients accounted for the durations of variable accumulation periods prior to ion packet releases into the IMS drift tube. The MP IMS-TOFMS approach has been demonstrated with a mixture of peptides of known concentrations that simplified a choice of the weighing scheme in the inverse transform. In proteomic experiments, a priori knowledge of analyte abundances is often unavailable. To further improve robustness of signal reconstruction in the MP IMS-TOFMS measurements, fixed accumulation periods throughout the encoding sequence have recently been explored. 24 Though exhibiting a reduced duty cycle of 50%, this encoding scheme was found to be practical and applicable to signals of arbitrary complexity.
Using ion trap instrumentation, large variations in signal intensities from a complex biological sample have been most efficiently mitigated by using an automated gain control algorithm. 25 Since our IMS-TOF system incorporates an IFT, a similar approach would be beneficial for eliminating space-charge-caused ion discrimination 26 and detecting lower abundance species with high mass measurement accuracy. In the context of a multiplexing experiment, variable accumulation times imply the use of different encoding sequences that are dynamically selected based on the source function. Here we report on development and implementation of the novel dynamic multiplexing approach with an IMS-TOFMS instrument. The instrument performance has been rigorously evaluated using highly complex proteolytic digests.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A schematic diagram of our IFT-IMS-TOFMS instrument is shown in Figure 1 . The IMS configuration has been described elsewhere, 19 and only the details relevant to the current configuration are presented here. Multiple samples (or sample fractions) were loaded on a 96-well plate of an automated sample delivery system (TriVersa NanoMate, Advion Biosciences, Ithaca, NY) and directly infused into the IMS-TOFMS instrument using an ESIchip based interface. Positively charged electrospray droplets were desolvated in a 508-µm-i.d., 10-cm-long stainless steel inlet capillary interface, heated to ∼160°C.
Ion Funnel Trap. Ions exiting the heated inlet capillary were captured by an electrodynamic ion funnel operated at a pressure of ∼4 Torr and then injected into the IFT for further accumulation using a predetermined time sequence. The electrodynamic ion funnel and the IFT consist of 98 brass ring electrodes, 0.5 mm thick, of variable inner diameters and separated by 0.5-mm-thick Teflon spacers. The trapping volume of the IFT is confined between the entrance, trapping and exit grids, respectively. The grids were made of 95%-transmission electroformed nickel mesh (InterNet Inc., Minneapolis, MN). A 180°phase-shifted rf waveform was applied to the adjacent electrodes of the funnel and IFT. A controllable dc gradient was generated with a resistor chain and superimposed onto the rf field to assist ion transmission through the funnel and IFT. The resistor and capacitor chains were mounted each on separate printed circuit boards, which were attached to the funnel through custom-made zero insertion force connectors (Tactic Electronics, Plano, TX). The rf field applied to the device produced an effective potential that confined ions radially, while axial confinement in the IFT region was established by applying the appropriate potentials to the grids. Both the ion funnel and IFT operated at a peak-to-peak amplitude of 125 V pp and a frequency of 520 kHz. The dc gradients in the ion funnel and IFT regions were 20 and 4 V/cm, respectively. To reduce gas load and minimize introduction of large droplets and neutrals into the IFT, a brass disk of 6.4 mm in diameter (a jet disrupter) was positioned ∼20 mm downstream of the funnel entrance. An independent dc voltage (∼-25 V offset from the funnel entrance dc voltage) was applied to the jet disrupter. Ions exiting the IFT were separated in a built-in-house, 84-cm-long IMS drift tube, captured by an electrodynamic ion funnel terminating the IMS, and injected into an Agilent 6210 TOFMS instrument (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) via a custom-made, 7-cm-long segmented quadrupole interface. The latter was designed to assist ion transmission through an intermediate pressure region (∼200 mTorr) into the TOFMS. The IMS drift tube was filled with highpurity nitrogen at a pressure of 4 Torr (equal to that of the IFT). A small negative pressure gradient of ∼10 mTorr was established between the drift tube to eliminate neutral introduction into the system. To enable gas-phase separations, an axial dc gradient of 20 V/cm was generated in both the IMS drift tube and the terminal ion funnel. The segmented quadrupole is composed of six sections, each 11.5 mm in length, and has an inscribed radius of 2.8 mm. The quadrupole was driven by a custom-made, high-Q head at a peak-to-peak amplitude of 270 V pp and a frequency of 725 kHz, and an axial dc gradient of 5 V/cm was superimposed onto the rf field. TOFMS was operated at a repetition rate of 8 kHz and had a typical mass resolving power of 7000. Signal Encoding and Detection. The timing for ion introduction and ejection from the IFT was determined by a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRS) applied to the entrance, trapping and exit grids. The analog waveforms were generated with a four-channel NI-6711 PCI board (National Instruments, Austin, TX) and applied to the grids using fiber-optic couplers. PRS sequences were derived as described elsewhere. 20 A typical 6-bit PRS comprises a combination of digital "1" and "0" elements as follows: 000001000011000101001111010001110010010110111011001101010111111 An element of the above sequence will be referred to as modulation bin. In the IMS drift tube, ion packets disperse both axially and radially due to thermal diffusion and space charge repulsion. To minimize the detrimental effect of ion packet broadening upon signal reconstruction and increase ion utilization efficiency, the conventional PRS shown above has been extended by incorporating additional zeros, so that each "0" and "1" modulation bin was represented as 0000000000 and 1000000000, respectively. 23 The triggering of each element in the extended PRS was synchronous with the rising edge of a TOF extraction pulse, while the duration of an element was equal to TOF spectrum acquisition. The elements of the extended PRS will be referred to as submodulation bins. Since each modulation bin in the extended 6-bit PRS encompasses 10 submodulation bins, the extended encoding sequence represents a 10-fold oversampling. Figure 2 shows a small portion of one of the sequences used for signal encoding. Manipulation of potentials at the grids enabled three distinct events during the experiment: blocking of the continuous ion beam at the entrance grid, accumulation of ions in the IFT and gating of the accumulated ion packets into the IMS drift tube. These three events will be referred to as blocking, accumulation, and gating. Figure 2a shows the timing diagram of the IFT events. Blocking was achieved by applying potentials of 90, 61, and 68 V to the entrance, trapping, and exit grids, respectively. Accumulation was enabled by reducing the entrance grid potential to 66 V, while keeping the trapping and exit grid voltages at the same levels as during blocking. Ejection was performed by a synchronous increase in the entrance grid potential to 90 V and a decrease in the trapping and exit grid potentials to 51 and 49 V, respectively. As previously described, synchronization of the waveforms applied to the front and trapping/exit grids ensured constant accumulation periods throughout a multiplexed IMS-TOFMS experiment that simplified signal reconstruction procedure and made it robust in analysis of complex samples. Each accumulation period was equal to the shortest interval between two adjacent ion gating events within PRS, as shown in Figure 2b . Four different PRS were employed in the dynamic multiplexing experiment, corresponding to 6-, 5-, 4-, and 1-bit encoding. The last sequence represents the conventional signal averaging mode, with the accumulation time in the IFT equal to the duration of IMS-TOFMS separation. In order for the multiplexed IMS-TOFMS acquisition to match the time scale of that performed in the signal averaging mode, the oversampling factors for the 6-, 5-, and 4-bit encoding sequences were chosen to be 10, 20, and 40, respectively. As described above, the minimum oversampling factor of 10 was determined by the ion packet broadening in the IMS drift tube. Given the TOF spectrum duration of 125 µs, the accumulation periods throughout the 6-, 5-, and 4-bit encoding sequences were 1.25, 2.5, and 6 ms, respectively. Since the number of submodulation bins in an N-bit extended PRS equals (2 N -1) × oversampling_factor,, the durations of 6-, 5-, 4-and 1-bit IMS-TOFMS acquisitions were 78.8, 77.5, 75, and 75 ms, respectively.
Signal detection was performed with a 1 GS/s 8-bit AP240 analog-to-digital converter (ADC) board with a sustained sequential recording option (Acqiris, Geneva, Switzerland). A custom C# code was developed to incorporate the ADC board into the IMS-TOFMS data acquisition system. In earlier work, 19,23 we employed a 10 GS/s time-to-digital converter (TDC) board (model 9353, Ortec, Oak Ridge, TN) for multiplexed IMS-TOFMS signal detection. There were at least two drawbacks associated with TDC signal acquisition. First, the dynamic range per single TOF acquisition was limited to unity, thus reducing the benefits of ion accumulation in the IFT. The use of an ADC-based acquisition system expands the dynamic range of IMS-TOFMS instrument by more than 1 order of magnitude. Second, TDC acquisition is prone to systematic mass error shifts due to variable signal intensities. Though improved due to the use of a constant fraction discriminator, the TDC-based acquisition system remains inferior to that of the ADC with respect to mass measurement accuracy. Detailed comparison of the two IMS-TOFMS data acquisition systems will be reported in a separate publication.
Sample Preparation. Proteolytic digestions of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and phosphorylase B (PHB) (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, IL) were conducted using sequencing grade trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI), following previously described procedures. 27 Control human blood plasma samples (Sigma-Aldridge, St. Louis, MO) were depleted of 12 most abundant proteins 28 using a prepacked Seppro mixed IgY12 LC5 flow-through immunoaffinity column (Genway, San Diego, CA). The depleted samples were denatured in 8 M urea, reduced with 10 mM dithiothreitol at 37°C during 1 h, alkylated with 50 mM iodoacetamide at room temperature for 45 min, and digested with sequencing grade modified trypsin (1:50 enzyme/substrate). The digested sample (800 µg) was spiked with 14 peptides at concentrations ranging from 1 nM to 10 µM and fractionated with a 250 × 2 mm reversedphase analytical column packed with 5-µm C18 particles (Jupiter, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA). A total of 25 fractions were collected, dried down, and then reconstituted in water/acetonitrile/formic acid (70:30:1 v%) electrospray buffer.
Data Analysis. Identification of peptides in the multiplexed IMS-TOFMS experiment was based on the previously reported accurate mass and time (AMT) tag approach, 29, 30 and only a brief summary of the procedure is described below. The approach relies on the tagging of each species with an accurate mass and elution time and then matching the tagged species to a database that was previously generated using peptide identifications from thousands of LC-MS/MS runs. In addition to other parameters, the database contains information on peptide masses, elution times, and their sequence. The encoded raw signals were reconstructed at a resolution of 1 ns using the earlier reported inverse transform algorithm. 23 The reconstructed IMS-TOFMS features were "deisotoped" to determine species charge states and the corresponding neutral masses. This process was automated with the open source Decon2LS software. 31 The neutral masses and drift times were then clustered according to neutral mass deviation (within a predetermined mass accuracy) and IMS profile continuity into the so-called "unique mass classes (UMCs)". 32 The clustered data were aligned in elution time and m/z domains with the corresponding entries from the AMT tag database to obtain the best fit to the database. Features that fit within alignment criteria were then searched for peptide identification within a userdefined mass accuracy and normalized elution time. Since a peptide may be matched to more than one UMC, the identified peptides were filtered for redundancy to obtain the "unique" peptides list.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Accurate mass information is essential for peptide identifications based on the AMT tag approach. In MP IMS-TOF experiments, signal encoding is performed in the IMS domain, while the m/z domain remains unchanged as compared to that of the signal-averaging experiments. Therefore, it is important that the mass spectrum obtained as a result of summation of all the TOF mass spectra of the reconstructed IMS-TOF signal (the summed reconstructed mass spectrum) matches that of the encoded IMS-TOF signal (the summed encoded mass spectrum). High fidelity of signal reconstruction, i.e. the ability to decode multiplexed IMS-TOF signals at a digitizer resolution without distortion of the original signal vector and a loss of information, ensures improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the multiplexed signals at a mass accuracy characteristic of the signal averaging approach. Figure  3a in Figure 3e , revealed a correlation near unity between the isotopic envelopes of the same species. The correlation observed in the summed mass spectra was further confirmed by matching the neutral masses derived from the encoded and reconstructed summed mass spectra with those of theoretically predicted tryptic peptides from a PHB in silico digest. As a result, the same tryptic peptides were identified at mass accuracy tolerances of 10 and 20 ppm. Both the examination of the summed mass spectra and the analysis of peptide identifications evidenced the high fidelity of our signal reconstruction algorithm developed for the demultiplexing of complex IMS-TOF signals recorded with ADC data acquisition system. Figure 4a shows the total ion chromatogram (TIC) obtained for BSA solutions at three different sample concentrations as a function of the ion accumulation time in the IFT. At higher sample concentrations, the TIC curve reaches a plateau at accumulation times of only a few milliseconds, while at low concentration, the dependence of the TIC on the accumulation time approximates with a linear function. To enhance the instrument dynamic range in analysis of higher concentration samples and to eliminate undesirable m/z discrimination, ion clouds need to be released from in the IFT prior to reaching the charge capacity of the trap. TIC levels that correspond to the IFT space charge limit were examined as a function of the accumulation time in the IFT and correlated to the appropriate encoding sequences to obtain a calibration function. The use of calibration function ensured that high-abundance signals were acquired with higher-bit encoding sequences that yield shorter accumulation time, while the lowabundance signals were recorded with a low-bit PRS correspond- ing to longer accumulation times. Figure 4b illustrates the flow control diagram of an automated dynamic multiplexing measurement. Per single sample (or sample fraction) analysis, multiplexed IMS-TOFMS acquisition was conducted in the following sequence. First, a short IMS-TOF prescan was performed in the signal averaging mode for 3 s. Ions were accumulated for a fixed period of 4 ms prior to each gating event and spectra were averaged over 50 acquisitions. Second, a total ion signal, that is the sum of intensities for all the TOF bins throughout the IMS separation, was calculated and the optimum PRS was automatically selected based on the calibration function. Third, multiplexed IMS-TOF acquisition was performed for 15 s (that corresponds to 200 averages), using the optimum encoding sequence determined in step 2. Steps 1-3 were run in a cycle, so that IMS-TOFMS signals from multiple fractions were acquired in fully automated fashion without operator interference.
The dynamic multiplexing approach has been applied to the study of a 0.5 mg/mL sample of depleted human blood plasma. The sample was fractionated off-line into 25 RP fractions. Guided by the total signal chromatogram obtained with a ultraviolet light detector, fractions from 6 to 25 were studied in 10 separate experiments. One experiment encompasses a fully automated analysis of all the selected depleted human blood plasma fractions. In a fully automated fashion, IMS-TOF signals from each fraction were initially acquired over a short prescan and then encoded with the optimum PRS, as described above. Following data acquisition, the encoded signals from all RP fractions were reconstructed by applying the inverse transform algorithm in the batch processing mode. Table 1 shows the results of matching of the human plasma peptides against the IMS-TOFMS features detected from different fractions at a mass accuracy of 5 ppm and a normalized retention time tolerance of 4%. Identifications per fraction are shown along with the encoding sequences used in the automated experiment. As seen in Table 1 , the majority of identifications were acquired from fractions 10-16. The performance of the multiplexed IMS-TOFMS instrument is illustrated in analysis of data obtained in one of the experiments (no. 4). Figure 5a ,b shows an example of signal encoding and reconstruction for the human blood plasma fraction 14. The inset in Figure  5b demonstrates the IMS profile and isotopic envelope of one of the identified peptides (peptide sequence: IINEPTAAAIAYGLD-KK). Detailed analysis of the reconstructed IMS-TOFMS signals in Figure 5b indicated that the dynamic range of the acquired mass spectra exceeded 3 orders of magnitude, resulting in detection of more than 2000 IMS-TOF features per IMS separation. Table 1 in the Supporting Information includes only those IMS-TOF features in Figure 5b that were matched to the human blood plasma peptides at a mass accuracy of 5 ppm and a normalized LC retention time tolerance of 4%. The Supporting Information, Table 1 entries are sorted in a descending order based on the IMS-TOF feature abundance. For a few IMS-TOF features in Table  1 (SI), the mass measurement accuracy and retention time tolerances used in data processing were insufficiently stringent to unambiguously assign the detected IMS-TOF feature to a single 
a From left to right, the columns represent the sample fraction number, the encoding sequence used in the dynamic multiplexing experiment, and the number of identified unique peptides from human plasma database that matched the detected IMS-TOFMS features at a mass measurement accuracy of 5 ppm and a normalized retention time tolerance of 4%.
human plasma peptide; e.g., the feature detected at m/z 739.3803 was matched to VAVPPLTEEDVLFNVNSDTR and YNPVVID-FEMQPIHEVLR peptides at mass errors of -0.28 and 0.85 ppm, respectively. Therefore, all the human plasma peptides that deviate from the detected feature within the predetermined mass measurement error and retention time tolerance were considered valid matches and included in Table 1 (SI). Higher confidence in peptide identifications is expected due to the use of targeted tandem MS information for the matched peptides. When combined with mass measurement accuracy and retention time tolerance, peptide sequence information to be obtained from fragmentation spectra is an additional parameter that will further reduce false positive identifications and minimize ambiguity in matching the database peptides to a detected IMS-TOF feature.
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Sensitivity of the MP IMS-TOFMS approach was evaluated based on the signals of model peptides mixed with human blood plasma sample prior to RPLC fractionation. Figure 6a -d shows small regions of the reconstructed IMS-TOFMS 2D maps where signals of honey bee venom melittin, human neurotensin, human fibrinopeptide A. and substance P were detected. Melittin, neurotensin, and fibrinopeptide A were introduced into the depleted human blood plasma sample at a concentration of 1 nM, while substance P was mixed at a concentration of 10 nM. All the peptides in Figure 6 were detected at SNR of greater than 5 in the presence of human blood plasma species. Figure 6c ,d demonstrates the utility of IMS separation for enhanced detection and identification of low-concentration peptides from complex samples. As seen in both 2D maps in Figure 6c from all 14 peptides spiked into the plasma sample showed that the dynamic range of MP IMS-TOFMS spans more than 3 orders of magnitude and the instrument is capable of detecting analytes at concentrations of less than 1 nM in a highly complex matrix. Reproducibility of MP IMS-TOFMS system was investigated using signals of the same spiked peptides throughout all 10 experiments (i.e., technical replicates), and the results are summarized in Figure 7a . Each data point in Figure 7a represents intensity coefficient of variance (CV) for a given peptide. Intensity CVs were derived by integrating peptide signals in the IMS domain. A general trend in Figure 7a indicates that intensity CVs increase at lower peptide concentrations, with an average intensity CV of ∼9%. The overall performance of the MP IMS-TOFMS system was evaluated based on identifications of unique peptides from depleted human blood plasma sample in 10 experiments. Figure 7b shows the number of identified unique human plasma peptides as a function of the experiment number. The average number of the identified unique peptides per run was found to be 705, with a standard deviation of 27. This corresponds to ∼15% variation in the number of identifications between technical replicates. Reproducibility in IDs of the matched peptides was greater than 60%. The false discovery rate (FDR) in peptide identifications was estimated by shifting the human plasma peptide database by 11 Da 34 and determining the matches of the detected IMS-TOFMS features against entries in the shifted database at a mass measurement accuracy of 5 ppm and retention time tolerance of 4%. Without invoking ion mobility information, the average FDR was ∼7.5%. A potential FDR decrease due to the use of ion mobility information was roughly estimated in experiments with 150 nM solutions of BSA and PHB tryptic digests using the following procedure. First, experimental data sets of BSA and PHB tryptic digests were "deisotoped" and matched against the corresponding in silico protein digests at mass error tolerances of 20, 50, and 100 ppm. Both monoisotopic masses and drift times of the matched IMS-TOFMS features were determined. Second, the matched IMS-TOFMS features were searched against in silico digest of the other protein within the same mass error tolerances (i.e., the matched BSA experimental features were searched against PHB in silico digest and vice versa). No matches were found, indicating that the PHB in silico digest could be used as a decoy database for the BSA experimental data set. The same was found to be valid when examining the PHB experimental data set with respect to the BSA in silico digest. Therefore, an assumption was made that all the matches of, for example, the BSA experimental data set against the PHB in silico digest would be false positive identifications. Third, the matches of the BSA experimental data set against the PHB in silico digest were examined with and without the use of ion mobility information. Identifications were considered to be false if the difference in drift times between the IMS-TOFMS matches from the BSA experimental data set (i.e., incorrect matches) and that from the PHB experimental data set (i.e., putative correct matches) exceeded 2 ms. As a result of using drift time information, the number of false positive identifications was reduced by a factor of 2. This improvement is limited by partial orthogonally between IMS and MS dimensions and the IMS resolving power and can potentially be further increased by incorporation of peptide sequence information from tandem MS experiments. Extrapolating to the human blood plasma experiments, one would expect to attain an FDR of <4% when using ion mobility information for peptide identifications from this initial analysis. More rigorous evaluation of the ion mobility effect will be performed by generating an extended AMT tag database that incorporates peptide drift times, and additional improvements in the FDR are anticipated. This work is in progress and will be reported in a separate publication.
Several important features of the developed IMS-TOFMS instrument make it highly attractive for candidate biomarker discovery experiments with complex biochemical samples. First, the use of efficient ion accumulation in combination with multiplexing ensures the improved ion utilization efficiency at a duty cycle of 50%. For lower concentration samples, the duty cycle of dynamically multiplexed IMS-TOFMS experiments approaches 100%, resulting in ultrahigh sensitivity. Since ion counts in TOFMS measurements exhibit statistical fluctuations described by the Poisson probability distribution, the measurement precision is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of ion counts per peak. Therefore, higher sensitivity due to a combination of ion trapping and multiplexing also contributes to improvements in mass measurement accuracy. Second, the coupling of the TOFMS detector to an ADC-based data acquisition system enhances the dynamic range of the IMS-TOFMS instrument by at least 1 order of magnitude as compared to the TDC-based analyzer and concurrently provides improvement in the mass measurement accuracy due to more precise determination of the peak centroid. The summed mass spectra of complex proteolytic digests were routinely calibrated at a mean square root error of <2 ppm that constitutes a 5-fold increase in the mass measurement accuracy as compared to the TDC-based data acquisition system. Third, the developed platform has a 10-fold higher throughput than the conventional proteomics platform employing 2-h RPLC separation and Fourier transform MS detection. The coupling of brighter ESI sources 35 to the multiplexed IMS-TOFMS is expected to further increase the speed of analysis. Fourth, IMS separations are generally more reproducible than RPLC, with an average standard deviation in drift times of less than 1% under carefully controlled conditions. 36 This provides a basis for using IMS information as additional parameter for confident peptide identifications. Furthermore, the IMS stage spatially separates ion species based on their mobility, thus reducing the impact of a dense ion cloud on the detector as compared to that observed with an ion trap-TOFMS and, thereby, further expands the instrument dynamic range. Spatial separation of the isotopic distributions overlapping in the m/z domain also contributes to improved quantitation for these species. When combined, the above characteristics position MP IMS-TOFMS technology in the mainstream of proteomics research and arguably make it an attractive alternative to the currently used LC-MS approaches.
CONCLUSIONS
A novel dynamic multiplexing approach with an IMS-TOFMS instrument has been developed and rigorously evaluated in analysis of reversed-phase fractions of depleted human blood plasma. IMS-TOFMS has been coupled to a data acquisition system based an analog-to-digital converter. In combination with efficient ion accumulation and ADC detection, multiplexing resulted in 1 order of magnitude improvement in IMS-TOFMS dynamic range. The multiplexed IMS-TOFMS instrument enabled peptide identifications at concentrations of 1 nM at a signalto-noise ratio of up to 50 in the presence of a highly complex matrix, such as human blood plasma depleted of high-abundance proteins. Reproducibility of the system was investigated based on the signals of model peptides introduced into the depleted human blood plasma sample prior to reversed-phase fractionation, and the average intensity coefficient of variance was found to be ∼9%. Per single experiment, the average number of identified unique human plasma peptides was ∼700 at a false discovery rate of 7.5%. When accounting for ion mobility information, a projected FDR of ∼4% was estimated. The developed multiplexed IMS-TOFMS instrument represents an ultrahigh sensitivity high-through platform that can potentially be employed in applications that include candidate biomarker discovery.
